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Preface
I chose to study the role of NATO as a political and military organization for guaranteeing and enhancing the international security in Eastern Europe. According to my opinion it is of great importance because for so many years my people were taught to see NATO as the biggest enemy. For many people it is still hard to get free from the past. After all the democratic changes that took place in Eastern Europe followed by the collapse of the Soviet Union and the disintegration of Warsaw Pact, NATO has remained the only power that can secure peace and stability in Europe. In my research I shall try to present all the efforts that NATO takes to enhance the international security in Europe and to convince the reader that 
Abstract
After the collapse of Soviet Union and the disintegration of Warsaw Pact followed by basic political and social changes in Central and Eastern Europe, most of the former socialist states have remained vulnerable to aggression and coercion. Bulgaria is one of them. The Central and Eastern European region is continuing to accumulate tension and to produce threats based on ethnic and religious principles. It seems that NATO has remained the only power capable of guaranteeing peace and security in the region. It is simply impossible for Bulgaria to protect its national security and national sovereignty alone. The most reasonable solution to the problem is joining a powerful union such as NATO. But many Bulgarians still cannot look at NATO as a friend and a protector. They still suffer from the consequences of the former ideology.
For writing my paper I used different periodicals published in Bulgaria such as "Bulgarian Military Review", published by the Bulgarian Ministry of Defense and "Security Policy"-Information Bulletin of the Bulgarian Ministry of Defense. Plenty of useful information I collected from periodicals published in the West such as "NATO Review", "NATO Handbook", "European Security", "Strategic Review", "Armed Forces Journal International", "Officer", and "NATO's Sixteen Nations". Additionally I used many documents found on the Internet.
At the beginning of my paper I analyze NATO, including its core functions, its strategic concept, its initiatives for enhancing European security, and how the politicians in Western Europe see the role of NATO for achieving its goals. After that I discuss NATO enlargement as a During the Cold War Bulgaria was a member of the Warsaw Pact (WP) whose security was provided by that alliance and especially by the former Soviet Union. The greatest enemy that the communist block faced was the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and for Bulgaria it was of vital importance to be supported by other partners because it had a common border with two NATO counties -Turkey and Greece.
The year 1989 marked the beginning of fundamental political and social changes in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). The Bulgarian people like many other peoples made an historical choice and started the country on its way to democracy, human rights and liberty. The wind of changes led consequently to the collapse of the Soviet Union and to the disintegration of the WP. Facing the new reality and the new challenges Bulgaria had to find a way to provide for its future security. The nature of the relationship among the previous adversaries as well as among the previous partners changed dramatically. But in the Balkans remained centers that continued to accumulate tension based mainly on ethnic and religious principles. In the changed environment the threat did not come from the former enemy but from the uncertain future. In fact Bulgaria could not rely on further protection from any of its previous partners because every one of them struggled to overcome the extreme difficulties in their transition to democratic society.
But Bulgaria needed reliable support from a serious partner to enhance its democratic achievements and to protect it against any coercion by an unknown adversary.
Figure 1. Central Europe
In the context of the historic changes in CEE that began in 1989, NATO emerged as the only reliable political and military organization capable of providing and enhancing security in a changed Europe. The answers to two main questions could determine clearly the future of European development and international security. The first one was how NATO saw its role in the changed environment and respectively what would be its attitude to the former adversary states. The second question was whether the former communist countries could change their view on NATO as a protector of their national security and interests and did they believe that joining the alliance was the best alternative for them.
The question of NATO's enlargement and its effect on the political, economic, and social life in CEE is of vital importance for the national security of the new democracies. In this paper I will search the solution to the question "Is Membership of NATO the Best Alternative for Bulgaria's National Security?" In seeking the answer I used different periodicals, published in Bulgaria and in the West, as well as some documents found on the Internet. My research is directed not only towards the military but also to the broad civilian audience in Bulgaria. At the beginning of my paper I analyze NATO, including its core functions, its strategic concept, its initiatives for enhancing European security, and how the politicians in Western Europe see the role of NATO for achieving its goals. After that I discuss NATO enlargement as a key for enhancing security in CEE and the impact of that enlargement on Russia and its interrelations with its previous allies. Next I direct the attention of the reader to the situation on the Balkans that is a possible threat for Bulgarian security in the region. I examine alternatives to joining NATO for enhancing Bulgarian security. I answer the question concerning what Bulgaria gains and loses by eventually securing membership in NATO. Finally I conclude that membership of NATO is the best solution for Bulgaria's national security needs.
Part 2

What is NATO?
Before we analyze the options for Bulgaria it is first important to look at NATO and what it stands for. It is worth reviewing how NATO originated, its core functions and strategic concept, and then compare the old NATO with NATO today, and the role of NATO from a political point of view.
Origin and Core Functions
NATO was founded in April 1949 in accordance with Article 51 of the United Nations Charter, which approved the right of every independent state to individual or collective defense.
The initial purpose of the Alliance was to secure and preserve the national sovereignty and safety of its members against the threat of the growing military power of the Soviet Union and the political ambitions of its leadership. From the day of its foundation, NATO represented the vital link between North American and European security. Now NATO is a political and military union of independent states strongly determined not only to preserve their own security but also to enhance the whole European security through mutual understanding, cooperation and partnership with other countries. On the way of achieving these objectives the Alliance is executing a series of security undertakings. It is making continuous efforts for establishing an environment with which to break down the desire of any country for hegemony and to serve as a barrier for coercive action against any European nation.
Through its wide range of military capabilities NATO is playing a highly reliable deterring role for preventing eventual aggression against any of its members. Maybe NATO's most important contemporary activity is its permanent and strong efforts for establishing trusting and reliable cooperation with nonmember countries by using political, economic and military consultations, programs for partnership and military education, exchange of information etc. NATO's vision for successfully meeting the new challenges is through permanent internal consultations and large cooperation and appropriate partnership with other states. Its policy of active dialogue and close relations with new partners is based on its determination to sustain a reliable collective defense capability and readiness to respond to any crisis or prevent any conflict that threatens the security interests of the Alliance. In short NATO's security policy is based on three mutually related and mutually enhanced factors: dialogue, cooperation and maintenance of collective defense capability. From a military perspective, the alliance remains defensive in purpose. The presence of US forces in Europe continues to be of decisive importance for European security and for the transatlantic partnership. Preserving the security of any member of the Alliance is equal to preserving the security of the organization as a whole.
The deep changes that took place in the political and social life in Europe especially during the last decade had a crucial effect on the NATO's structure. Its forces decreased in number but increased their mobility and their flexibility. The attention was turned to the use of multinational forces within NATO's integrated military structure for meeting the new challenges and enhancing international security in Europe.
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NATO Today
The year 
NATO Enlargement and Russia
It is obvious that when we discuss the process of NATO enlargement it is necessary to
analyze what the impact will be of this process on Russia and its relations with the Alliance and its previous partners from the disintegrated WP. It will be right to say that the long lasting confrontation is still nourishing the prejudices from the past. Normally many people support the idea that any enlargement of NATO eastward will provoke a negative effect on Russia and will lead to aggravation of the established relationship. For the same reason, it is normal for Russia to show acute sensitivity to the expanding of the Alliance over its previous partners from the WP.
There are three factors that if understood properly can help Russia to overcome its apprehensions that the enlargement of NATO is a threat to its security. First of all it must be clear that the CEE countries aspiring to a NATO membership are all independent and democratic states and it is their legal right to choose how to protect their security and independence. The fact that they desire to get access to the Alliance has only one meaning and it is that they wish to contribute to the establishment of collective security and defense system and to the enhancing of stability over the whole area of Europe. And also it is a fact that all these countries do not ever want to be taken over by Russia again politically and economically.
The second factor is the nature and the military structure of the Alliance. NATO countries have always stated their firm position that the enlargement of the alliance would not change its defensive character. In addition to that NATO leaders do not plan to station nuclear weapons on of any of the new members' territory. They even proposed to Russia to continue the talks for reduction of the conventional arms in Europe. The third reason reflects the belief of both NATO and Russia that they need to go ahead in close relation and cooperation based on transparency and mutual confidence. Now all the people realize that only collective security means security for any country. One cannot enhance one's security at the expense of others. The necessity of building a joint future demands the building and keeping of joint security. Finally because it is a two-way process it is up to NATO how to convince Russia that its enlargement is not a threat to its security. It is up to Russia to keep on the road to democracy, which will help it to change its world-outlook and to overcome its groundless fears.
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Part 4
Bulgaria's Security Policy and NATO Enlargement
Before analyzing the alternatives for Bulgaria's national security let us make a short overview on the situation in the Balkans and the possible threats for it and then address what Bulgaria gains and loses by eventually joining NATO. Finally, we will discuss the right solution for Bulgaria's security needs.
Bulgaria and the Balkans
The states that started at the beginning of the 90s was accompanied by political and economic crisis and led to spontaneous escalation of nationalism, ethnic and religious intolerance and cleansing, and territorial controversies. Despite the continuous efforts of UN, EU, NATO and the other independent states, the region still accumulates tension and is a threat for the security of the neighboring states. To the south, Bulgaria shares borders with two NATO countries -Greece and Turkey -who also have a long lasting dispute over islands and maritime claims in the Aegean and over the invasion of Cyprus. All these factors prove unambiguously the necessity for establishing a collective security and defense system in the region as a best guarantee for safeguarding the national sovereignty of Bulgaria and the other independent states in the Balkans.
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Figure 2. The Balkans
Source: Microsoft, World Atlas 97, ENCARTA
Alternatives to Joining NATO
The conclusion of the previous parts is that Bulgaria needs to join a reliable political or military organization for there to be a guarantee for its national security. Let us examine the alternatives for the Bulgarian security. Bulgaria had to choose between three main alternatives for its national security: to keep neutrality within the European security architecture; to integrate with ESDI in the face of EU; or to integrate with NATO assuming that the Alliance will expand to the East and will protect the new members by its collective security system.
The idea of neutrality is supported by those whose arguments are that in its 20th Century history Bulgaria has participated in different coalitions during the wars that the country led and every time it was on the side of the losers. But it is very doubtful if it is possible to keep neutrality nowadays in its traditional type at all. It needs a long period of time, favorable conditions and the support of other countries to achieve a reliable international recognition.
There are two types of neutrality. The first is Structural neutrality which is characteristic of the The idea of ESDI is to create an independent military power and defense community able to conduct a normal sovereign policy with minimum dependence on American influence. In no way can it be considered as the emergence of anti-American tendencies or a change in the transatlantic relationship. By becoming a member of the EU, Bulgaria will be able to integrate with the so called three 'columns' of the union: cooperation in the free movement of people, capital and commodities; co-ordination of foreign policy, defense and security; and cooperation in the sphere of domestic affairs, anti-terrorism, illegal drug and arms traffic, and other criminal activities. There are three necessary conditions for the building of independent European defense system. First is the foundation of a federal European Union with a common foreign and defense policy. Second there will be a need for integrated conventional armed forces. Third is the necessity of creating and maintaining an independent European nuclear deterrent potential.
Currently Bulgaria does not have enough opportunities to exercise its capabilities as a stabilizing factor in the region. In this case it is more important to Bulgaria to draw the attention of the EU as a significant contributor supporting the interests of the union in the Balkans rather than focusing on potential threats to European security.
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NATO membership seems to be the most realistic alternative for Bulgaria's national security. There are several reasons that make NATO the only power capable of providing guarantees of security, safety and collective defense in Europe. Three out of five permanent members of the UN Security Council, six out of the seven members of the G-7, eleven out of the fifteen members of the EU, ten out of the ten members of the WEU are NATO countries, and four out of six largest stockholders of the World Bank which appoint five of the twenty-one executive directors. In other words NATO possesses enough mechanisms and unique capabilities to control world affairs even in the most critical of situations. For that reason any integration of Bulgaria with NATO will help to get access to full incorporation within the European political, economic and social system. REVIEW, vol.4, No.2 (Summer 1996) , published by the Ministry of Defense, 58-60.
NATO Membership: What We Gain and What We Lose
There are two main groups of consequences of Bulgaria's incorporation into NATO:
political and military-strategic. I will draw your attention first to these consequences and after that will explain the possible consequences of non-integration of Bulgaria into NATO.
According Finally the integration with NATO will contribute greatly for the further development of Bulgaria on its way to democracy.
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Along with the positive political consequences of joining the Alliance there are also some negatives. First, because the integration will lead to the establishment of a new decision-making system complying with the style of the existing NATO order it may cause some political and public discontent. The undesirable effect may be overcome by giving more information to the politicians and to the public in regard to the status, activity and prospects for NATO. Second, Bulgaria's membership of NATO will make the country a target for nuclear attack in a global or even regional conflict irrespective of whether or not there are stored nuclear weapons on its territory. Third, the most negative effect will be on the relations between Bulgaria and Russia.
They will change dramatically and become more complicated. Bulgaria will face many difficulties in meeting its needs of strategic resources and especially for maintaining and supplying its armed forces. The former Soviet Union was Bulgaria's greatest supplier of natural gas, petroleum products, technologies and military equipment. It was also the biggest market for the Bulgarian export. By joining NATO, Bulgaria faces the real threat of losing all those 15 Valery Ratchev, "Searching for the Right Solution", 76-79.
privileges. That means that Bulgaria will need rapid integration within the economic structures of Western Europe.
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From a military-strategic point of view, NATO membership will place Bulgaria in the European defense zone under the control of the Alliance. Backing on the preventive capabilities of NATO political and military power will get the opportunity to exercise sufficient control over the escalation of tensions, conflicts and crisis threatening its security. The negative military balance between Bulgaria and its neighboring states will no longer be a source of anxiety.
Joining the Alliance will catalyze the reform in Bulgarian armed forces and will improve training The final factors to consider are the possible consequences of the non-integration of Bulgaria into NATO. First of all the aspiration of Bulgaria to integrate within European political, economic and defense structures will hardly achieve their final objectives, namely to enhance its democratic development, to achieve economic prosperity and to guarantee its national security.
Political vagueness and hesitation and economic crisis will make the country an unattractive 16 Ibid. 79-80 . 
